1. Introduction. Let R be a bounded region (open connected set) in En[x = (xi, Xi, • ■ • , x")], and B be its boundary. We shall say that R is a regular region (Tychonoff [8 ] : fundamental domain) for the heat equation for which Au = Ut, x G R, l>0, u(x, 0) = <p(x), xE R,
•(Hi -*(«,». iGB,<èO.
Similarly we will say that Pv is regular for Laplace's equation 
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1 The work on this paper was sponsored by the ONR Contract number Nonr-386(00) (NR044004). state, which gives the desired solution to the Dirichlet problem for Am = 0. Similar problems have been treated by Rosenbloom and Milgram [4; 5] for Riemannian manifolds, and Rosenbloom [7] has given a different solution to the original problem of Tychonoff. We give here another proof, and also show the pointwise monotone character of the convergence under reasonable conditions. 2. Regularity proof. We take as our point of departure another theorem of Tychonoff [8] , which shows that if R is regular for Am =ut, the condition $(£) =^(£, 0) may be replaced by a requirement that m(x, /) remain bounded, without jeopardizing the existence and uniqueness of the solution, which, however, will not in general be continuous for xEB, t = 0.
We shall have need of a classical minimum (and maximum) principle: if m(x, t) be a solution of (1) for x£i?, OO, and lim inf w(x, t) = 0 as (x, 0-K*°. 0), x"ER, and as (x, i)-Kê°> h), £°EB, t0^0, then m(x, /) = 0 for xER, t>0. (For a proof in the one-dimensional case, which is not essentially different in any number of dimensions, see Widder [9] .) If we consider -w(x, /) our minimum principle becomes a maximum principle.
To show that R is regular for Am = 0 it suffices to show that each point £°£.B is a regular point, and for this it suffices to show that at £° we can construct a barrier. 
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Hence we have produced a super-harmonic function with the requisite properties to serve as a barrier. Since £° was an arbitrary point of B this completes the proof that R is regular for Am = 0.
3. Convergence to the steady state. We next consider convergence to the steady state. Let *(%, /) = 0 be continuous for £EB, Z=0 and nondecreasing in t, and let it converge to a continuous function *(£) as t tends toward infinity. Let u(x, t) be the bounded solution to the problem Am = M(, x E R, t > 0, u(x, 0) = 0, x G R, «(f. t) = *(S, t), ZEB, t> 0.
We shall show that u(x, t) is positive and is monotone nondecreasing in t and converges uniformly to the solution of Am = 0, xE R «(Ö = *(£), I G B.
For this purpose we need another result of Tychonoff [8] , namely, if <p(x) is continuous in R, and Gr(x, y, t) is the Green's function for and is then positive too. Thus u(x, t) is positive, nondecreasing, and bounded (the boundedness following from the maximum principle).
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Hence w(x, t) approaches a limit m(x) as t tends to infinity. We next show that m(x) is harmonic. Let x° be an arbitrary point in R, and let S be a sphere center x° and radius equal to one half the distance to B. Let T be the boundary of the sphere. And let Gsix, y, t) be the Green's function for the sphere. Then for />0, h>0 we have uix, t + h)= I Gsix, y, t)uiy, h)dy J a.
•> 0 " T d Gsix, y, t -r)uiy, t -r + h)dAvdr. dnv Keep t fixed and let A-» + °°. By the dominated convergence theorem we get uix) = J Gsix, y, t)üiy)dy -I | -Gsix, y, t -T)üiy)dAydr Hence limI<£ m(x) =^(£), which implies m(x)=m(x). To complete our proof we invoke a theorem of Dini (see [2] ) which states that if a monotone sequence of continuous functions converges to a continuous limit in a closed domain, the convergence must then be uniform.
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